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Hot-electron influence onL-shell spectra of multicharged Kr ions generated
in clusters irradiated by femtosecond laser pulses
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Strong L-shell x-ray emission has been obtained from Kr clusters formed in gas jets and irradiated by
60–500-fs laser pulses. Spectral lines from the F-, Ne- Na-, and Mg-like charge states of Kr have been
identified from highly resolved x-ray spectra. Spectral line intensities are used in conjunction with a detailed
time-dependent collisional-radiative model to diagnose the electron distribution functions of plasmas formed in
various gas jet nozzles with various laser pulse durations. It is shown thatL-shell spectra formed by relatively
long nanosecond-laser pulses can be well described by a steady-state model without hot electrons when opacity
effects are included. In contrast, adequate modeling ofL-shell spectra from highly transient and inhomoge-
neous femtosecond-laser plasmas requires including the influence of hot electrons. It is shown that
femtosecond-laser interaction with gas jets from conical nozzles produces plasmas with higher ionization
balances than plasmas formed by gas jets from Laval nozzles, in agreement with previous work for femtosec-
ond laser interaction with Ar clusters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of short, high-intensity laser pulses w
dense atomic clusters in gas jets has been of much intere
recent years~see, for example, Refs.@1–12#!. According to
an accepted model of cluster formation, the expansion
cooling of high pressure gas jets in a vacuum permits
formation of near solid-density atomic clusters by Van d
Waals forces. When irradiated by the prepulse of a sh
high-intensity laser, the dense clusters heat up, ionize,
expand. The rare gas surrounding the clusters is not an
fective transmitter of heat, so the clusters retain their ene
as they expand. The clusters best absorb the energy o
main laser pulse when the prepulse ionization and expan
collude to form a plasma with an electron density near
critical density for the laser energy. The energy of the m
laser pulse is absorbed by the electrons at resonance ene
around 3–10 keV. Hot electrons created by the main pu
drive collisional ionization and excitation that result in brig
x-ray emission from the clusters. By optimizing the size a
density of the clusters and timing their interaction with t
laser prepulse and ultrashort~fs! main pulse, strong x-ray
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sources that usually require large devices can be create
smaller and less costly experimental setups.

Hot electrons created during the interaction of subpi
second, high-intensity lasers with both solid targets and c
ters have significant effects on the x-ray radiative proper
of the produced plasmas; these effects have been stu
extensively in recent years. A two-temperature plasma mo
with a low-temperature~100–200 eV! Maxwellian electron
distribution function ~EDF! and hot-electron fractions o
1025–1023 at a few keV has been successful in describ
K- and L-shell emission spectra from solid Mg, Al, and C
laser targets@13–15#. A two-temperature model with hot
electron fractions of 1027–1025 has been successful in de
scribingK-shell emission spectra from laser-irradiated Ar g
jets @16–20# and plasma focus devices@21#. The most recent
studies of Ar clusters irradiated by 35-fs laser pulses h
shown that fast laser interaction can produce plasmas
larger hot-electron fractions (1022) and higher temperature
~400 eV!, evidenced by the presence of H-like emission@17#.
These studies have demonstrated that hot electrons incr
the ionization balance@14,15,21# and augment the intensit
of inner-shell satellite lines@13#, leaving characteristic signa
tures on the emission spectra. In this paper, we describe
©2002 The American Physical Society12-1
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effects of hot electrons, time dependence, and opacity on
L-shell spectra of multicharged Kr ions irradiated by fs-la
pulses. In Sec. II, the Kr laser plasma experiments are
scribed, the experimental spectra are shown, and F-, Ne-,
Na-like lines are identified and tabulated with theoreti
data. In Sec. III, the collisional-radiative kinetics model
described and the effects of temperature, density,
electron fractions, data sources, and opacity on mod
emission spectra and ionization balance curves are give
Sec. IV, the model of laser interaction with Kr clusters an
time-dependent kinetics analysis are presented. Sectio
presents the comparisons of the model results to three di
ent experimental spectra. A comparison of our results w
previous work is given in Sec. VI and in Sec. VII we provid
a summary and discussion of this work.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments were conducted at the laser installa
CELIA in Bordeaux, France and at UHI10 in Saclay, Fran
The CELIA laser source@22,23# produces terawatt-level f
pulses at high repetition rates. A Ti:sapphire oscillator p
duces 10-fs pulses which are amplified by a series of f
amplifiers, using chirped pulse amplification to avoid a
damage in the chain. The amplifiers utilize Ti:sapphire cr
tals as the gain medium and are pumped by five Nd:Y
lasers running at 1 kHz repetition rate. The pulse durat
can be adjusted between 20 fs and several picosecond
regenerative amplifier introduces a prepulse, which has
eral nanoseconds duration and appears in front of the m
pulse. The contrast ratio between the main and secon
pulses could be varied from 10 to 106. In order to increase
the quality of the rising edge of the short pulse, we restric
ourselves to 35–500-fs laser pulse durations and 15 m
energy. A 6 micron laser spot radius is obtained in vacu
with an f /2 off-axis mirror with a 75-mm focal length. Th
maximum laser intensity on target with a 35-fs pulse du
tion is (1 –2)31017 W/cm2.

The UHI10 laser source@24# is a two-beam 10 Hz Ti:Sap
phire system with 10 TW peak power on the main beam. T
low-energy ultrashort pulse is produced by a modified co
mercial Ti:sapphire oscillator and is stretched up to 300
by an aberrationfree Offner stretcher. After four amplificati
stages, the pulse energy is about 1.2 J and 600 mJ
recompression. The pulse is recompressed down to 60 fs
vacuum chamber directly connected to the experime
chamber. A small amount of energy is picked up between
third and fourth amplifier and is then sent to a second co
pressor. This beam has a 4 mJenergy~after recompression!
and the pulse is recompressed in air. The contrast is m
sured to be about 106 for ns time scale and about 105 at 1 ps
on the main beam with a high-dynamic cross correlator. T
corresponding Rayleigh length and vacuum intensity
600 mm and 731017 W/cm2, respectively.

Cluster targets were produced in the vacuum chambe
a pulsed supersonic gas jet. The gas targets at Saclay
formed by a conical nozzle with big input and output ho
~1 and 5 mm, respectively!, while at Bordeaux a Lava
nozzle with medium-sized input an output holes~0.8 and 2.5
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mm, respectively! was used. The experiment at Saclay ha
maximum backing pressure of 15 bar and the Bordeaux
periments had about 35 bar. Mathematical model
@19,25,26# of two-phase gas flow in such nozzles show
that the number of Kr atoms per cluster reached about
3107 and 23106 at Saclay and Bordeaux, respectively@27#.

The x-ray spectral measurements were conducted u
an x-ray focusing spectrometer with spatial resoluti
~FSSR! @28–31#. A spherically bent mica crystal (R
5150 mm) and direct exposure film~DEF! Kodak x-ray film
were used for the spectrometer in the Saclay experime
The spectrometer was oriented in such a way that spa
resolution in the direction of laser propagation was obtain
In the Bordeaux experiments, a spherically bent mica cry
(R5100 mm) and an x-ray charge coupled device cam
were used for the spectrometer@23# and spatial resolution in
the direction perpendicular to the laser propagation was
tained. For the current investigations into the Bordeaux sp
tra, the spectral region from 5.0–5.65 Å was recorded. T
spectral resolution (l/Dl) is about 5000 for the Saclay ex
periments and 4000 for Bordeaux. The spatial resolution
30–40mm at Saclay and 80mm at Bordeaux.

Examples of fs spectra from Bordeaux and Saclay
given in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, respectively. Figure 1~c! shows
a spectrum observed using the same type of FSSR spect
eter from an earlier experiment with Kr clusters irradiat
with ns-laser pulses@32#. The contributions of F-like through
Mg-like ion emission to theL-shell spectrum are given in th
decomposed spectrum of Fig. 2, which was calculated w
the model described below. The Ne-like 4–2 lines are
beled with their common designations in Fig. 2. These fo
distinct Ne-like lines and satellite structures from Na- a

FIG. 1. Experimental Kr laser plasmaL-shell spectra:~a!
femtosecond-laser plasma from Bordeaux with Laval nozzle,~b!
femtosecond-laser plasma from Saclay with conical nozzle~this
spectrum was obtained with spatial resolution in the direction
laser propagation and corresponds to the distance 0.66 mm from
beginning of x-ray radiation in plasma!, ~c! nanosecond-lase
plasma@32#.
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Mg-like Kr are evident in all of the experimental spectra
Fig. 1, while lines from F-like Kr are prominent only in th
experimental spectrum from Saclay.

The experimental spectrum from the ns-laser plasma
well- resolved lines and is dominated by Na-like emissio
while both fs-laser spectra have much broader lines and
dominated by Ne-like emission. Experimental waveleng
were determined using a relative calibration fixed by the N
like 4C line. Experimental relative intensities were dete
mined by normalizing each spectrum to its most intense
ture. The narrow Ne- and Na-like lines in the ns spectr
have wavelengths determined to within 1 mÅ and t
broader F-like lines in the Saclay fs spectrum have wa
lengths determined to within 2.5 mÅ. Experimental wav
lengths and relative intensities, theoretical wavelength v
ues, and radiative decay rates for F-, Ne-, and Na-
transitions are given in Table I. The experimental wav
lengths of the Ne-like lines are consistent with previous
solute wavelength measurements@33#. The Mg-like satellite
structures are composed of so many transitions that line id
tification is difficult; the structures centered at 5.45 Å a
5.58 Å are both composed largely of transitions fro
2s2 2p5 3s 3d 4d and 2s2 2p5 3p 3d 4d to 2s2 2p6 3l 3l 8.

III. KINETICS MODEL

The time-dependent collisional-radiative kinetics mod
calculates the populations of all the energy levels relevan
the construction ofL-shell spectra. The model include
ground states of all ionization stages, from the bare ion to
neutral Kr atom, and fine-structure levels for F-, Ne-, N
and Mg-like ions. Details of the configurations consider
are given in Table II.

Ionization potentials were taken from published tab
@34,35#. The ground states of all ionization stages are link

FIG. 2. Modeled spectrum decomposed into contributions fr
F-like through Mg-like Kr. The contributions from Ne- and Na-lik
Kr are normalized to 1 and the contributions from F and Mg
normalized to 0.5 so that the features from each ionization stage
clear.
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by three processes: modified Lotz collisional ionization@36#,
three-body recombination, and Kramers radiative recomb
tion @37#. Collisional ionization of the valence electron an
at least the first inner-shell electron is included for all no
autoionizing states so that, for example, the excited state
Ne-like Kr belonging to 2s2 2p5 4s are coupled to state
belonging to 2s2 2p5, 2s2 2p4 4s, and 2s 2p5 4s in F-like
Kr.

The energy level structures and dipole radiative de
rates between all nonautoionizing levels of F-, Na-, Ne-, a
Mg-like ions were calculated with Cowan’s Hartree-Fo
atomic structure code@38#. Auger decay rates from autoion
izing levels of the Na- and Mg-like ions and dipole radiati
decay rates between the autoionizing levels of Na-like io
were also calculated with Cowan’s code. We found that c
pling between autoionizing states in the Na-like ions h
negligible effects on the Na-like satellite structure and ov
all ionization balance, so we have not calculated dipole
cay rates between autoionizing states of the Mg-like ion.
the special case of Ne-like Kr, selected level energies
electric and magnetic dipole and quadrupole (E1, M1, E2,
M2) radiative decay rates to the ground state were calcul
using second-order many-body perturbation theory w
Dirac-Fock potentials@39#.

Collision strengths of transitions between excited sta
were determined by dipole oscillator strengths through
Van-Regemorter approximation@40#. Collision strengths for
excitation from low-lying levels of F-, Ne-, and Na-like K
to excited states were taken or extrapolated from publis
tables @41–43#. All collision strengths are fit to a genera
function of the impact electron energyx in threshold units
(V5c01c1 /x1c2 /x21c3ln x) and integrated over the elec
tron distribution function. The EDF is composed of a Ma
wellian portion at the bulk electron temperatureTe and a
non-Maxwellian, Gaussian distribution for hot electrons w
fraction f. The Gaussian distribution with a width of 200 e
was centered about the energyThot, which we take to be 5
keV, as in previous analyses ofK-shell Ar @14#. At high en-
ergies, most collision cross sections are only weakly dep
dent on the impact electron energy, so the non-Maxwell
portion of collisional rates calculated with this EDF are on
weakly dependent on the value ofThot and are practically
independent of the width of the Gaussian distribution, unl
it is so wide that a significant fraction of hot electrons ha
energies below the threshold energy for a given transition
fact, ad function atThot is an excellent approximation.

The effect of a Gaussian distribution of hot electrons o
collisional rate is dependent on the bulk temperature of
plasma and the transition energy. Two EDFs with the sa
fraction of hot electrons in Gaussian tails but differentTe are
given in Fig. 3. For a transition with threshold energy sm
enough to see a significant portion of the Maxwellian ele
trons, the Gaussian portion of the EDF may contribute on
few percent to its total rate or even decrease the total
slightly. However, for a transition whose threshold energy
so large that the Maxwellian portion of the EDF is insigni
cant, the Gaussian portion may account for almost 100%
the total rate. There are two consequences of this. Firs
given fraction of hot electrons will have a larger effect

e
re
2-3
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TABLE I. Line identification for F through Na-like Kr.

Ion lexpt. l theor. Upper level Lower level Ar Aa Expt.
~Å! ~Å! Conf. L1S1 LS Conf. LS (1013 s21) (1013 s21) Int.

F 5.1602a 5.1634b 2s2 2p4 4d 2P1/2 2s2 2p5 2P1/2 44.2b 0.2a

5.1656b 2s2 2p4 4d 2D3/2 2s2 2p5 2P1/2 28.2b

F 5.1827a 5.1822b 2s2 2p4 4d 2D5/2 2s2 2p5 2P3/2 28.9b 0.3a

5.1829b 2s2 2p4 4d 2D3/2 2s2 2p5 2P3/2 18.3b

F 5.1934a 5.1886b 2s2 2p4 4d 2P1/2 2s2 2p5 2P3/2 13.4b 0.2a

5.1927b 2s2 2p4 4d 2P3/2 2s2 2p5 2P1/2 12.4b

F 5.3036a 5.3018b 2s2 2p4 4s 2P3/2 2s2 2p5 2P3/2 2.95b 0.16a

Ne 5.2780c 5.2812d 2s2 2p5 4d 1P1 2s2 2p6 1S0 24.0d 0.6c

4C 5.2786e 27.0e

Ne 5.3995c 5.3995d 2s2 2p5 4d 3D1 2s2 2p6 1S0 29.7d 0.8c

4D 5.3968e 33.0e

Ne 5.4114c 5.4112d 2s2 2p5 4s 1P1 2s2 2p6 1S0 6.13d 0.42c

4F 5.4089e 2s2 2p5 4s 1P1 2s2 2p6 1S0 5.10e

Ne 5.5424c 5.5426d 2s2 2p5 4s 3P1 2s2 2p6 1S0 1.71d 0.45c

4G 5.5405e 1.80 e

Na 5.3217c 5.3274b 2s2 2p5 3p4d (1S) 2D3/2 2s2 2p6 3p 2P1/2 7.32b 0.29c

Na 5.3500c 5.3523b 2s2 2p5 3d4d (1P) 2D3/2 2s2 2p6 3d 2D3/2 11.1b 25.9b 0.27c

Na 5.3581c 5.3561b 2s2 2p5 3p4d (1S) 2D5/2 2s2 2p6 3p 2P3/2 2.74b 0.37b 0.55c

Na 5.3643c 5.3624b 2s2 2p5 3p4d (3P) 2D5/2 2s2 2p6 3p 2P3/2 19.7b 9.34b 0.76c

Na 5.3733c 5.3683b 2s2 2p5 3p4d (3D) 4F3/2 2s2 2p6 3p 2P1/2 14.5b 11.1b 0.38c

Na 5.3805c 5.3789b 2s2 2p5 3d4d (1D) 2D5/2 2s2 2p6 3d 2D5/2 12.4b 16.3b 0.72c

Na 5.4546c 5.4564b 2s2 2p5 3p4d (1S) 2D5/2 2s2 2p6 3p 2P3/2 6.2b 30.8b 0.31c

Na 5.4752c 5.4746b 2s2 2p5 3d4d (1P) 2D5/2 2s2 2p6 3d 2D5/2 9.01b 17.1b 0.28c

5.4769b 2s2 2p5 3p4d (1P) 2P1/2 2s2 2p6 3p 2P1/2 2.55b 50.6b

Na 5.4865c 5.4858b 2s2 2p5 3p4d (3P) 2D5/2 2s2 2p6 3p 2P3/2 11.0b 33.7b 0.67c

Na 5.4921c 5.4892b 2s2 2p5 3p4d (1D) 2D3/2 2s2 2p6 3p 2P1/2 31.6b 0.15b 1.0c

5.4923b 2s2 2p5 3d4d (3D) 2F7/2 2s2 2p6 3d 2D5/2 20.3b 24.7b

Na 5.5025c 5.5017b 2s2 2p5 3p4s (3D) 4D3/2 2s2 2p6 3p 2P1/2 2.43b 9.20b 0.96c

Na 5.5176c 5.5145b 2s2 2p5 3d4d (3F) 2D5/2 2s2 2p6 3d 2D5/2 4.11b 2.08b 0.33c

aExperimental data from the present work~the Saclay fs spectrum!.
bTheoretical data using theCOWAN code.
cExperimental data from Ref.@32# ~the ns laser plasma spectrum!.
dTheoretical data using theRMBPT code.
eTheoretical data using theHULLAC code.

TABLE II. Levels included in the kinetics model.

Ion Levels Configurations Autoion. Conf.

F 249 2s2 2p5, 2s2p6, 2s2 2p4nl,
2s 2p5 nl; n53, 4

Ne 157 2s2 2p6, 2s2 2p5 nl,
2s 2p6 nl; n53 –5

Na 995 2s2 2p6 nl; n53, 4 2s2 2p4 n ln8l 8,
2s 2p5 n l n8l 8; n,n853, 4

Mg 914 2s2 2p6 nl nl8; n53 2s2 2p5 3l 3l 8nl9,
2s2 2p6 3l 3l 8nl9; n53, 4
046412-4
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smallerTe so that higher temperatures require larger portio
of hot electrons in order for their effects to become p
nounced. Second, deexcitation rates, which have a thres
energy of zero, are practically unaffected by the presenc
a small fraction of hot electrons. Therefore, collisional de
citation and recombination rates in this work are found
detailed balance using only the Maxwellian portions of c
responding excitation rates.

The magnitude of the effect of hot electrons on a tran
tion rate is also dependent on the broad functional form
the electron distribution. Hot electrons represented by a
ond Maxwellian distribution atThot will in general contribute
at least one order of magnitude more than a Gaussian
The reason for this is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows va
ous electron distribution functions. The second Maxwell
persists to high energies so it has a significant effect on t
sitions with large threshold energies, just like the Gauss
tail, but the Maxwellian is spread out, ensuring that it affe
all transitions near their threshold values, where their co
sion cross sections are generally largest. We include this E
for comparison to theL-shell model of Cu@15#.

The time-dependent population of a leveli is given by

dXi

dt
5(

j 51

N

XjWji 2Xi (
j 51

N

Wi j , ~1!

where Wi j is the sum of spontaneous and collisional ra
that transfer population from leveli to level j. Time-
dependent level populations are found by setting appropr
initial conditions and numerical integration of the coupl
rate equations. At steady state,dX/dt is zero and equilibrium
level populations are found using standard matrix metho

The line intensity of a transition between levelsi and j
with radiative decay rate Ar( i j ) is given by I i j

FIG. 3. Electron distribution functions: the solid and dash
lines are composed of a Maxwellian portion withTe5200 eV and
500 eV, respectively, and Gaussian distribution for hot electr
with fraction f 51022 centered at 5 keV. The dotted line includes
Maxwellian portion withTe5200 eV and a Maxwellian distribution
for hot electrons withf 51022 andThot55 keV.
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5XiAr(ij )\vij . Each line is given a Voigt line profile with
Doppler broadening determined by the ion temperat
~taken to be equal to the electron temperature! and Lorentz
broadening determined by the sum of spontaneous and
lisional rates of depopulation for both the upper and low
levels. Both types of broadening are multiplied by separ
factors that can be artificially varied to account for instr
ment resolution and other effects that are not explicitly mo
eled. The physical processes that give rise to line broade
in the fs plasma spectra would make an interesting sub
for future study.

A. Model results

This section presents the variation of the modeled spe
with changes in the electron density, EDF, and plasma s
The dependence of modeled spectra on electron temper
is given in Fig. 4. The ionization balance increases with
electron temperature so that higher ionization stages do
nate the spectra, but there is little change in the relative
tensities of lines within a single ionization stage. The ele
tron density dependence of modeled spectra is shown in
5. Increasing density increases the ionization balance sig
cantly and also changes the shape of the Na- and Mg-
satellite structures and the relative intensities of Ne-l
lines. In particular, increasing density tends to amplify t
long-wavelength satellites within a group. The depende
of modeled spectra on the fraction of hot electronsf is given
in Fig. 6. Increasing the fraction of hot electrons chang
both the ionization balance and the shape of the sate
structures and tends to amplify short-wavelength sate
lines. In contrast to studies ofK-shell Ar emission@16#, hot-
electron fractions less than 1023 do not have significant ef-
fects on the KrL-shell spectra. This is because at low tem
peratures (,200 eV), the Kr plasma is ionized only up t
the Si-like ionization stage. Emission from ionization stag
beyond Mg are not modeled here, so the effects of h
electrons on the modeled emission spectra are not appa
until the hot electron fraction is sufficient to affect at lea

s

FIG. 4. Modeled spectra with electron densityne51021 cm23,
no hot electrons, no opacity, and various electron temperatures
2-5
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the Mg-like charge state. Atf . 1022, the effects of hot
electrons are pronounced and Ne-like lines dominate
spectra.

To facilitate an understanding of the effects of hot ele
trons on the ionization stages, we present ionization bala
curves as a function of both electron temperature and
electron fraction in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. A hot-electr
fraction of about 2% at 200 eV~Fig. 8! gives approximately
the same ratio of Na- to Ne- and Mg-like ions as that of
electron temperature of 350 eV with no hot electrons~Fig.
7!, but the F-like ion population is an order of magnitu
larger in the case with hot electrons. Thus, hot electrons
fect L-shell spectra in two characteristic ways: they spre
out the ionization balance so that significant populations
widely separated ions can exist together, and they alter
ellite structures.

FIG. 5. Modeled spectra with electron temperatureTe

5400 eV, no hot electrons, no opacity, and various electron de
ties.

FIG. 6. Modeled spectra with electron temperatureTe

5200 eV, electron densityne51020 cm23, no opacity, and various
fractions of hot electrons.
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B. Variation of atomic data

Although variations in the electron density and the fra
tion of hot electrons affect the structure of satellite featur
neither parameter has a large effect on the relative inten
of the Ne-like 4G line. A casual comparison of the exper
mental and modeled spectra so far presented immedia
reveals discrepancies in this spectral feature. The 4G/4D ra-
tio is around 0.5 in all of the experiments, but all model
spectra given so far have 4G/4D ratios around 0.1–0.2. The
insensitivity of the 4G/4D ratio to plasma parameters stan
in marked contrast to the 3G/3D ratio, which is quite sensi-
tive to variations in the electron density and has been pr
ously used as a density diagnostic@44–47#. The 3F and 3G
lines are emitted from a clump of the lowest-energy exci
levels in the Ne-like ion and their populations are sensitive
density-dependent radiative cascades from levels with hig
energies. The 4F and 4G lines are not as sensitive to ca

i-

FIG. 7. Modeled ionization stage populations vs electron te
perature forne5231021 cm23 and f 50.

FIG. 8. Modeled ionization stage populations vs hot-elect
fraction for ne5231021 cm23 andTe5500 eV.
2-6
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cades and so are not useful as density diagnostics, whic
unfortunate. But if the small relative intensity of the 4G line
in the modeled spectra is not due to an inaccuracy of
model, a parameter other than the ones so far consid
must be introduced in order to obtain agreement with
experiment.

To ensure that the difficulty in describing the 4G Ne-like
line of the laser plasma spectra is not due to gross inacc
cies of atomic data or inadequacies of coupling in the kin
ics model, we have consulted a completely different d
source for the Ne-like ion. A complete set ofHULLAC data
@48,49# including E1, E2, M1, andM2 radiative rates and
collision strengths for excitation between all Ne-like leve
was substituted for the compiled Ne-like data scheme
scribed above. TheHULLAC dipole radiative decay rates, th
data with the most direct influence on line intensities,
given in Table I for comparison with theRMBPT calculations
@39#. The agreement between the data sources for these
is fair, with 5–15 % discrepancies in absolute values, an
sufficient to exclude inaccuracy of the dipole decay rates
the source for disagreement between modeled and ex
mental Ne-like line intensities. However, the Ne-like leve
are coupled by only dipole radiative and approximated
pole collisional rates in the compiled data scheme, and
possible that either the incompleteness of this coupling or
inadequacy of the Van Regemorter approximation could
responsible for the disagreement between model and ex
ment. TheHULLAC data set, in contrast, includes comple
radiative and collisional coupling of Ne-like levels.

A comparison of Ne-like line ratios computed with th
kinetics model using theHULLAC and compiled data sets i
given in Fig. 9. The figure shows good agreement betw
the two data schemes for the 4G/4D ratio, which is our
primary concern. The agreement between the two is w

FIG. 9. Ratios of 4X/4D lines as a function of density atTe

5500 eV ~no hot electrons and no opacity! for two different Ne-
like data sets. The solid line gives intensity ratios obtained usin
compiled data set Refs.@36,37,40# and dipole radiative Van-
Regemorter collisional coupling between excited Ne-like leve
The dashed line gives intensity ratios obtained usingHULLAC data
~Ref. @46#! with full radiative and collisional coupling between ex
cited Ne-like levels.
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for the 4F/4D lines ratio, but that disagreement may b
largely due to the large 25% discrepancy in the ratios of
4F/4D radiative decay rates between the data sources.
4C/4D ratio is a more informative case because both d
sources agree to within 1% on this ratio of dipole dec
rates. Thus, the impact of different coupling schemes
rates of secondary influence are isolated and the magni
of their effects can be estimated. The fair agreement of
4C/4D intensity ratios between the data schemes indica
that the kinetics model using the compiled data schem
sufficiently accurate and that we must look elsewhere to
solve the discrepancies in Ne-like line intensities betwe
the modeled and experimental spectra. The compiled d
scheme is used for all modeled spectra in this paper.

C. Opacity

The relatively large oscillator strengths of the Ne-like 4C
and 4D lines suggest that they may be more susceptible
absorption than the 4G and 4F lines. Opacity effects are
therefore a promising avenue for the resolution of the d
crepancies of the relative intensities of these lines betw
experimental and modeled spectra. Opacity is included w
a simple absorption model@50# that treats the plasma as
homogeneous slab. The opacity of a line in this mode
dependent on the density of ions in the lower level of
transitions and the oscillator strength of the transition, a
since the lower level is the Ne-like ground state for all t
4X transitions, opacity effects increase the 4G/4D and
4F/4D Ne-like line ratios dramatically. Including opacit
also increases the relative intensity of lines from other io
ization stages, which tend to have both smaller oscilla
strengths and less populated lower levels. These effects
illustrated in Fig. 10, which shows modeled spectra at 5
eV and 1020 cm23 with various plasma diameters.

The impact of opacity is dependent on the electron d
sity as well as the plasma size, since line absorption is
pendent on the density of ions, which is proportional to t

a

.

FIG. 10. Modeled spectra with electron temperatureTe

5500 eV, electron densityne51020 cm23, no hot electrons, and
various plasma diameters.
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electron density in a neutral plasma. The magnitude of op
ity effects for a plasma with a 100mm diameter at
1020 cm23 are comparable to the magnitude of opacity
fects for a plasma with a 10mm diameter and an electro
density of 1021 cm23. The emitting regions of both the n
and fs-laser plasmas have a measured size of about 200mm.
The clusters in the ns plasma have enough time to expan
form a relatively homogeneous plasma with an electron d
sity near 1020 cm23 for which our opacity model is wel
suited. In contrast, the dense (ne.1021 cm23) clusters in the
fs-laser plasma persist during emission. The clusters h
diameters around 0.06–0.07mm and the distance betwee
clusters is around 1.5mm @27#, so along a line of sight the
effective absorbing size of the fs plasma is around 8mm.
This line of reasoning implies that the opacity effects on b
the ns and fs-laser plasma spectra are of comparable m
tude. However, treating the clusters as a small homogen
lump neglects the structure and inhomogeneity of the fs-la
plasma.

This opacity model is adequate for a general descrip
of absorption effects, but it is not self-consistent; that is,
absorbed radiation has no effect on the population kinet
However, previous work@51# shows similar results for opac
ity effects on high-n Ne-like Cu lines with a self-consisten
model of opacity. Including absorption in the kinetic equ
tions increases the ionization balance and has an effect s
lar to that of increasing the electron temperature. Theref
the results presented here with opacity may have temp
tures slightly higher than would be obtained with a se
consistent model of absorption.

IV. PLASMA MODEL

The experimental laser pulse contrast was 104–105 in a
1–2-ps time scale, so that the laser flux density reached
ues of 1012–1014 W/cm2 before the main pulse. This flu
density is large enough to partially destroy the clusters an
create electron temperatures ofTcold5100–200 eV in the ex-
panding clusters and the surrounding bulk plasma. The
formed plasma is spatially inhomogeneous and has eno
time to reach near-steady-state conditions, with P-like to M
like Kr ions existing in both the clusters and the surround
bulk plasma. In the next stage, the main fs-laser pulse in
acts with the nonuniform preheated plasma. The pulse en
is strongly absorbed in the parts of the clusters which h
densities above the critical density associated with the la
frequency (ncrit.1.731021 cm23).

Thus, in a small volume with some characteristic dime
sion r hot, the main pulse creates a lot of hot electrons w
energies on the order ofThot.3 –10 keV. The dimensionr hot
may be taken to be approximately the size of the clust
0.06–0.07mm for both the Laval and conical nozzles. Th
distance between clusters (r cold.1.5 mm) @27# can be used
as the characteristic dimension of the cooler and less d
bulk plasma. The thermalization time for the hot electrons
the bulk plasma is several tens of picoseconds and t
mean free path is several hundredmm. Thus, for some time
after the main pulse, the electron temperature in the b
plasma remains atTcold and there exists some fraction of h
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electrons on the order of (r hot/r cold)
3 .1024 with energy

Thot dispersed throughout the plasma.
In the case ofK-shell Ar emission from 60-fs laser plas

mas, it was adequate to treat the clusters after the main p
as dense, high-temperature plasma regions withTe5Thot
with an ionization balance corresponding to steady-state c
ditions atTcold @16#. In the case ofL-shell Kr, this model for
the clusters after the main pulse will not produce anyth
like the experimental spectra, which are dominated by N
like lines, since the Ne-like ionization stage has only a sm
population atTcold. But a time-dependent analysis show
that the ionization balance after the main pulse is not stat
ary over a ps time scale. Figure 11 gives fractional popu
tions of the emitting ions as a function of time. The initi
level populations are those of a steady-state plasma
electron densityne5331021 cm23 and Tcold5200 eV. At
time50, the bulk temperature remains the same, but a la
fraction of hot electrons is introduced.~We take this fraction
to be 90% to correspond with the assumptions of theK-shell
Ar model.! After the hot electrons are introduced, the col
sional rates are recalculated and the rate equations are
merically propagated over 5 ps. The population mov
quickly through the Mg- and Na-like ionization stages an
within a few ps, is concentrated in the F- and Ne-like stag

A running integral over time of the level populations
used to produce the modeled time-dependent emission s
tra in Fig. 12. In these spectra, the lines are artificially bro
ened so that they resemble the lines in the fs spectrum
comparison of the time-dependent spectra in Fig. 12 with
experimental spectra in Fig. 1 shows several promising f
tures. The 4C line is less intense than it is in the steady-sta
cases and conforms better to the fs plasma spectra, an
Mg-like feature at 5.45 Å has a shape that conforms to
experiment much better than any steady-state case. How
the Ne-like 4F and 4G lines are much weaker in the time
dependent modeled spectra than in the experimental sp

FIG. 11. Modeled ionization stage populations vs time. Init
conditions are steady-state populations atne5231021 cm23, Te

5200 eV, andf 50. At time50, the main laser pulse interactio
with the dense clusters producesf 590% hot electrons.
2-8
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and the ratio of Na-like to Mg-like satellite features is to
small within 2.5 ps. These discrepancies might be resol
by a better understanding of the evolution of the elect
distribution function or of opacity effects in the inhomog
neous plasma. But these considerations are beyond the s
of this work, and the time-dependent analysis is hence
ward used only as evidence that the ionization balance a
the main pulse is not well described by stationary preplas
conditions. Therefore, we will use a steady-state mode
describe the time-averaged cluster emission and vary
temperature and fraction of hot electrons to determine
best fit.

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

The experimental ns spectrum from Fig. 1 is repeated
Fig. 13~a! for comparison between experiment and theo
The best-fitting modeled spectra to the ns-laser plasma s
trum are given in Figs. 13~b! and 13~c!. The ns-laser plasma
is expected to have an electron temperature between 5
600 eV, an electron density around 1020 cm23, and a plasma
size of about 200mm. The modeled spectrum without opa
ity, shown in Fig. 13~b!, has a temperature chosen to best
the relative line intensities of different charge states an
density chosen to best fit the shape of the satellite structu
There are, however, several problems with the fit. The N
like lines are too intense relative to the Na- and Mg-li
satellites. This cannot be mitigated by lowering the tempe
ture, because then the Mg-like lines would be too inte
relative to the Na-like lines. Also, the Ne-like 4G and 4F
lines are much smaller than in the experiment and again,
cannot be resolved by changing the electron temperat
density, or the fraction of hot electrons. Finally, the tempe
ture is a bit lower than expected and the density is too h
for the experimental conditions. All these difficulties are r

FIG. 12. Modeled spectra calculated from integrated popu
tions at different times after the main laser pulse. Initial conditio
are steady-state populations atne5231021 cm23, Te5200 eV,
and f 50. At time50, the main laser pulse interaction with th
dense clusters producesf 590% hot electrons.
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solved by including opacity, as shown in Fig. 13~c!. The
large oscillator strengths of the 4C and 4D lines make them
more susceptible to self-absorption than most other line
the spectrum, so that the final fit with opacity has go
agreement with the experimental spectra in ratios of lin
from different charge states and within charge states. Inc
ing opacity also entails an increase in temperature and
crease in density so that the final values conform well to
experimental expectations. No better fit to the ns spectr
can be obtained by including hot electrons.

As discussed above, only opacity and time depende
have a major effect on the relative intensities of lines in
Ne-like charge state. Opacity is successful in the descrip
of the spectrum from a uniform, near- steady-state ns-la
plasma. However, the inhomogeneity of the fs-las
produced plasmas makes the incorporation of our simple
absorption model problematic, and our knowledge of
EDF evolution in the clusters is insufficient to guide th
development of an accurate time-dependent scenario. Th
fore, the two effects which might improve the fit of the N
like lines in the fs spectra are neglected in the modeling
we attempt simply to find good fits for the relative intensiti
of different ionization stages and the satellite line structur
For the fs spectra, we assume thatTcold5200 eV, that the
bulk plasma electron density is 1020 cm23 and the electron
density of the clusters is slightly abovencrit ; we take it to be
231021 cm23. We assume that the duration of the preplas
is a few ps and approximately equal to the emission dura
of the plasma after the laser pulse. The bulk plasma after
main pulse retains the temperature and density of the b
preplasma, but has a fraction of hot electrons (r hot/r cold)

3

5 f 51024. This small hot-electron fraction slightly in
creases the absolute intensity of the emission from the b
plasma but has little impact on the Mg-like line structure
the ionization balance~see Fig. 6!. We assume that the clus

-
s

FIG. 13. Comparison of experimental ns spectrum~a! and mod-
eled spectra with and without opacity. The modeled spectrum in~b!
hasTe5400 eV, ne5131021 cm23, f 50, and no opacity effects
The modeled spectrum in~c! hasTe5600 eV, ne5831019 cm23,
f 50, and a plasma size of 200mm.
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S. B. HANSENet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 046412 ~2002!
ter density after the main pulse remains at 231021 cm23.
The electron temperature and fraction of hot electrons in
clusters after the main pulse were varied to find the best fi
the experimental spectra. The emission from the dense c
ters after the main pulse is an order of magnitude larger t
the combined emissions from the preplasma and the b
plasma after the main pulse, even though the emitting v
ume of the bulk plasma is much larger. Thus, the conditi
of three of the four plasma stages have only a small influe
on the spectra and are not treated in depth. Comparison
modeled spectra to the Bordeaux~Laval nozzle! and Saclay
~conical nozzle! fs-laser plasma emission spectra are given
Figs. 14 and 15, respectively. The experimental spectra f
Fig. 1 are repeated in these figures for comparison, and
best fits with and without hot electrons are shown. The b
fits include emission contributions from the preplasma a
bulk plasma combined, given by dotted lines in the figur
The preplasma and bulk plasma have a smaller effect on
spectra for higher cluster temperatures, since the abso
intensity of cluster emission increases with temperature.

The best fit for the Bordeaux spectrum~Laval nozzle!
without hot electrons has an electron temperature of 525
and is shown in Fig. 14~b!. The modeled ratios of Na-like to
Ne-like lines are in good agreement with experiment. T
relatively narrow lines composing the experimental Mg-li
structures evidence plasma inhomogeneity. Emission f
cool regions of the inhomogeneous plasma contributes
row Mg-like lines that bring the modeled spectra into bet
agreement with the experimental spectrum. This emiss
has been included in both modeled spectra and its rela
magnitude is indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 14~b!.
However, even with this contribution the spectrum witho
hot electrons has too little Mg-like emission. We have sho

FIG. 14. Comparison of experimental fs spectrum from B
deaux~a! and modeled spectra with and without hot electrons. T
modeled spectrum in~b! hasTe5525 eV, ne5231021 cm23, and
f 50. The modeled spectrum in~c! has Te5300 eV, ne51
31021 cm23, and f 5231022. The dashed lines show the contr
bution of the bulk and prepulse plasma regions, which are inclu
in the modeled spectra given by the solid lines in~b! and ~c!.
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that hot electrons are useful for spreading out the ioniza
balance so that larger fractions of Mg-like ions can coex
with the same emission ratios of Na-like to Ne-like Kr. Th
is shown in Fig. 14~c!. The synthetic spectrum with hot elec
trons is a better fit to experiment in another important feat
as well. In the single-temperature spectrum, the Na-like
ellite structure at 5.49 Å slopes slightly from long wav
lengths to shorter wavelengths, while the slope of that str
ture in the experimental spectrum is reversed. This
precisely the effect of hot electrons, especially large fractio
at small electron temperatures~see Fig. 6!. The best fit with
hot electrons gives good agreement with experiment for b
the shape of the Na- like satellite structure and the rela
intensities of the Mg- and Na-like features.

The experimental fs spectrum from Saclay~conical
nozzle!, shown in Fig. 15~a!, does not exhibit the reverse
slope in the Na-like satellite structure. This does not preclu
the existence of hot electrons, because for higher temp
tures and larger hot-electron fractions the effect of hot el
trons on the shape of the satellite structure is washed
The evidence for hot electrons in this experimental spectr
is the presence of both Mg- and F-like lines with significa
intensity. This indicates a spreading out of the ionizati
balance characteristic of hot electrons. The best fit to
Saclay spectrum without hot electrons, given in Fig. 15~b!,
has an electron temperature of 650 eV and has ratios of
like to Ne-like lines that are in good agreement with expe
ment, but both Mg- and F-like features are too weak in
high-temperature spectrum. The high temperature implie
large absolute intensity so that the contribution of Mg-li
emission from the preplasma and the bulk plasma does
significantly improve the fit. The best fit with hot electron
given in Fig. 15~c!, has an electron temperature of 400 e
and 4% hot electrons. It has approximately the same ratio

-
e

d

FIG. 15. Comparison of experimental fs spectrum from Sac
~a! and modeled spectra with and without hot electrons. The m
eled spectrum in~b! has Te5650 eV, ne5231021 cm23, and f
50. The modeled spectrum in~c! has Te5400 eV, ne52
31021 cm23, and f 5431022. The dashed lines show the contr
bution of the bulk and prepulse plasma regions, which are inclu
in the modeled spectra given by the solid lines in~b! and ~c!.
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HOT-ELECTRON INFLUENCE ONL-SHELL SPECTRA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 046412 ~2002!
F- and Na-like line intensities as the spectrum without
electrons and a better fit to the experimental spectrum of
Mg-like satellites. The improved fit for the Mg-like feature
due in equal parts to the addition of Mg-like emission fro
the preplasma and bulk plasma, which makes a greater
tribution because the absolute intensity of the spectrum w
hot electrons is about half that of the spectrum at 650 eV,
to the spreading out of the ionization balance caused by
electrons. Note that higher temperatures and larger fract
of hot electrons are required for reasonable fits of the F-
Mg-like structures for the conical nozzle than for the Lav
nozzle. This is in agreement with the recent analyses o
plasma from different nozzles.@17,18#

VI. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK

In this section, we compare our results forL-shell Kr with
the results of recent diagnostics of other fs-laser plasm
Recently@15#, L-shell emission from a solid Cu target irra
diated by an fs-laser pulse was obtained and diagnosed
kinetics model of O-like through Mg-like Cu. In that cas
the laser plasma spectrum was successfully reproduced
a model spectrum at 200 eV with a Maxwellian hot-electr
fraction of 1025. Since Cu has a smaller nuclear charge th
Kr, and thus smaller ionization energies for modeled io
the Ne-like Cu ion has significant population at a bu
plasma temperature of 200 eV, and fractions of hot electr
as small as 1026 increase the relative intensities of F-like
Ne-like emission. The plasma created by an fs-laser puls
a solid Cu target is also more uniform than the Kr clus
plasma. That homogeneity makes the implementation
opacity straightforward for the Cu plasma, while the inh
mogeneous Kr laser plasma presents a challenge for
simple opacity model. Further, the uniform Cu plasma c
effectively conduct heat away from the focus of the la
pulse, which leads to a cooler bulk plasma temperature
faster thermalization of hot electrons. The hot electrons
the solid-target fs-laser plasma are thus better described
Maxwellian distribution than by a Gaussian distribution. O
calculations with a bi-Maxwellian EDF indicate that a Ma
wellian hot-electron fraction has effects similar to those o
Gaussian hot-electron fraction one hundred times larger;
is, a bi-Maxwellian EDF withf 51025 gives about the sam
spectrum as a bulk Maxwellian with a Gaussian hot-elect
fraction of 1023. Given the differences in the models an
experiments, it is therefore not surprising that smaller h
electron fractions and bulk temperatures were found for
solid Cu target than for the Kr gas cluster target.

A closer experimental case for comparison to the curr
work is given by K-shell spectra from 60-fs laser pulse
Such spectra have been well described without opacity b
two-temperature model with a small fraction of Gaussian
electrons around 1027–1024 @16#. The hot-electron fractions
and bulk temperatures~150–250 eV! found for Ar clusters
irradiated by 60-fs laser pulses are smaller than those fo
in this work for L-shell Kr. Because the ionization energi
of Li- and Be-like Ar are smaller than those of Na- an
Mg-like Kr, He-like Ar ions have significant populations a
bulk plasma temperatures at which Ne-like Kr is on
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slightly populated. So while small fractions of hot electro
have significant effects onK-shell Ar spectra at a bulk tem
perature of 200 eV,L-shell Kr spectra are affected only b
larger fractions of hot electrons.

The significant difference between the diagnosed plas
conditions for similar Ar and Kr experiments is thus cle
consequence of the different energies and structures of
K-shell andL-shell kinetics models. However, there must
some physical cause for the different conditions.

Mathematical modeling of two-phase gas flow@19,25,26#
indicates that Kr forms much larger atomic clusters than
for the same nozzle type and backing pressure. Larger c
ters are less susceptible to destruction by the laser prep
and are more efficient absorbers of the laser energy, resu
in higher electron temperatures and larger fractions of
electrons. The effect of cluster size on laser energy abs
tion efficiency was demonstrated for Ar clusters in Refs.@17#
and @18#. Increasing the size of Ar clusters resulted in s
nificant increases in the electron temperatures and
electron fractions. For a 35-fs laser pulse incident on re
tively large Ar clusters ~approximately 105 atoms per
cluster!, fractions of hot electrons on the order of 1022 and
electron temperatures around 400 eV were required to
scribe the observed H-like emission. Those plasma co
tions are similar to the ones determined here for a 60-fs la
pulse incident on Kr clusters from the conical nozzle~ap-
proximately 107 atoms per cluster!. The shorter duration of
the laser pulse incident on the Ar clusters may compen
for their smaller initial size by depositing its energy befo
the Ar clusters are destroyed. The dependence of the ta
absorption efficiency on cluster size is clear, but other d
tinctions between the Kr and Ar cluster plasmas could
important. The slower expansion of the more massive
ions may contribute to the absorption advantage of the la
Kr clusters. And the higher electron densities achievable
larger, more cohesive clusters may contribute to the therm
ization of hot electrons, resulting in high electron tempe
tures in the clusters. More detailed theoretical and exp
mental work is required to determine the importance of th
factors.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The experimental spectra in this paper are the first hi
resolution measurements of 4–2 transitions in Kr clust
irradiated by fs-laser pulses with duration shorter than 1
fs. The kinetics model presented here is flexible, incorpo
ing time dependence, hot electrons, and opacity effects.
model is used to isolate a unique set of plasma parame
that accurately describe the spectrum from a ns-laser plas
Effects of different data sources and coupling schemes h
been considered to ensure that the kinetics model is
equate, and because this care has been taken, the impor
of opacity on the intensities of Ne-like lines has been est
lished. Further, the same model with hot electrons gives g
coincidence with spectra from two different fs-laser expe
ments and provides strong evidence for the presence of
electrons in the emitting Kr clusters. The fundamental ide
of fs-laser interaction with atomic clusters that were succe
2-11
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ful in describingK-shell emission from Ar clusters can als
be applied toL-shell emission from Kr clusters. The inhomo
geneity of the gas jet target is evidenced by the presenc
narrow Mg-like lines along with broadened Ne- and Na-li
lines in the fs-plasma spectra. The formation of a preplas
and the production of a large number of hot electrons in
clusters from their interaction with the main laser pulse
evidenced by the structure of satellite lines and the appa
ionization balance of emitting ions. For gas jets from coni
nozzles, we have found that Kr clusters irradiated by a 60
laser pulse reach approximately the same conditions a
clusters irradiated by a 35-fs laser pulse. This conclus
while dependent on the accuracy of applied kinetics mod
might be useful in the design of future experiments.
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